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President’s Piece 
 
A very warm welcome to new member Ray Eisenmenger – members are at the heart of everything we do 
and we are so pleased you decided to join our club. 
   
Well, it’s November, and our thoughts now turn to our Annual Dinner and Awards Night.  This year we have 
changed venue – our new venue is the Windermere Room at the Jindalee Hotel. Having the event at a 
professional venue means a lot less work for organisers – the room is set up and all of the little details 
attended to by the hospitality staff instead of QCG members!  The bar will also be inside our function room, 
which means refills are a breeze! 
 
This year’s event begins with a glass of something cold on arrival and canapés which will be enjoyed around 
the display of prints in contention for some of our awards, so please be punctual – this meeting and mingling 
time before we sit down to the formalities promises to be just as much fun as the night itself, which includes 
our ever-popular ping pong raffle.  To book your place, simply transfer your funds along with your name and 
let Dorothy Bunzli know you’re coming.  Please bring along any family or friends who might also enjoy 
seeing your work and the work of your peers – we’d love to meet them too. 
 
Until then, 

 

Anne Pappalardo 
President, Queensland Camera Group 

 
 

Print Project 2020 
 

More details will follow in an email, but in a change from the Print Project Exhibition 2018, images can be 
taken from now, for those who plan to take part in this competition/exhibition in two year’s time.  The Print 
Project used to have a 12 month limitation or timeframe – only images taken in the 12 months prior to the 
event could be entered.  This has been relaxed to two years prior in recognition of the difficulty of putting 
together a collection.   

 
Website survey feedback 
 

Thank you so much to those who participated in our recent survey on our current website.  The survey is 
now closed, but we will use your feedback to guide us on the development of our new site. Here’s what you 
told us: 
. 60% of you receive information about QCG via email, 20% via announcements at meetings and 14% 
via the website; 
. the website is visited weekly by 50% of members and monthly by 40% of members; 
. the most popular page is the calendar, followed by the newsletter then galleries; 
. Your ideas on what was missing from our site included: 

- Online submission of competition entries 

- Up to date list of local, national and international competitions 

- Current photo exhibitions in town 

- Bio of guest speakers 

- Bigger images in the galleries – add some wow factor! 

- A live calendar page, and links from the competitions to the relevant section of the handbook; 

- 65% of respondents have Facebook;  35% have Instagram;  35% have both; 

- 91% of respondents would like the Gallery function to continue, even though there has been a 

decline in members uploading their images; 

- 76% of respondents said having their images included on the club’s website was important to 

them; 

- On the question of whether the ‘comment’ feature on our galleries was important, support was 

divided pretty much 50/50 – half of respondents said yes and half said no; 

- On the question of how many years back should we have our galleries, most people said one 

or two years;  

- 30% of respondents said they had their own websites. 

Article by Anne Pappalardo  
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Artists Still Life and Open Competition 
October 4th 
  
Still Life and Artists was judged 4 October by visual artist, 
Kathryn Brimblecombe-Fox.  This judging is always extra-
special on the QCG calendar because our images are 
reviewed by an artist, rather than a photographer.  The 
resultant commentary, accordingly, never fails to generate 
discussion with many of our members thoroughly enjoying this 
different perspective. 
We have even had a request that perhaps the club, next year, 
could consider a competition where two judges give parallel 
feedback, where one of the contributors is – shock horror – 
someone with no artistic or photographic background! 
Food for thought for your committee, but back to Kathryn… 
Kathryn is a country girl who was influenced enormously as a 
child by her father’s love of the Ham Radio and technology in 
general, justifying the purchase of new equipment including 
cameras by pronouncing that the old equipment would be 
passed to his kids as their Christmas presents! 
Intellectual, artistic and humorous, Kathryn was a delight to listen to, and her interest in drones, technology, communication and 
the landscape were clear influencers in her feedback on our images. 
Astonishingly, Kathryn has written a weekly blog since 2006.  When I asked her how she kept up with such a disciplined 
approach to writing, she replied that her writing also helped to crystallise her ideas and thoughts relative to her visual works. 

 
Article by Anne Pappalardo and photo by Tony FitzGerald 
 

The Hunt and Shoot & the Photoshoot Outings judging 
Thursday 18th 
 
 It has become a QCG tradition to have George Greenaway judge 
the Hunt and Shoot competition and John May to judge the 
Photoshoot Outings competition and we were very pleased that “The 
Two Amigos” agreed to carry on this tradition this year. We had 15 
members enter the Hunt & Shoot and with each taking eight images 
it was no mean task for George to interpret the clues and assess the 
120 images. In his inimitable way George presented his take on 
each image and awarded 1

st
, 2

nd
, and 3

rd
 place in the eight sections. 

 
John May cast his traditional photographic eye over our Photoshoot 
Outings images and gave a very informative critique on every image.  
 
The results of these two competitions can be found page 4 of this 
newsletter.     
 

 
 
Photos by Tony FitzGerald 

  

Recaps 
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Portrait Group 
Saturday 20th October 2018 
 
On Saturday 20 October an unusually large number of 
members were attracted to the meeting to photograph 
one of our most favourite models. We are always 
guaranteed interesting results when Sarah’s charm and 
good humour, along with her posing skills, are in front of 
our cameras. A timely Halloween theme soon developed 
with all sorts of props popping out of our bags. Thanks to 
everyone who came along. We were reminded of the 
need to stay in place when there’s a long queue of 
enthusiastic portraitists!  
 
The Saturday 17 November meeting will offer both studio 
lighting (a jewellery maker modelling her work) and 
natural outdoor light with 2 young children (more repeat 
favourite models). As it’s our last meeting for this year, 
we will have a bit of a celebration while we shoot. Watch 
for my reminder email.  
 

 
. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 Article and photos by Gaye Edwards  
 

  

Recaps 
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Competition Results – Hunt ‘n’ Shoot 
 
 
Overall winners:  1

st
 Anne Pappalardo 2

nd
 Jasmine Westerman 3

rd
 Geoff Shortland 

 

Subject   1
st
 place   2

nd
 place   3

rd
 place 

 
1. Green   Jasmine Westerman Geoff Shortland  David Gillis 
 
2. Rural   Anne Pappalardo  Betty Collerson  Jasmine Westerman 
 
3. Entrance  Betty Collerson  Anne Pappalardo  John Edwards 
 
4. Notice   Geoff Shortland  Gaye Edwards  Roschelle Don 
 
5. Abandoned  Anne Pappalardo  David Gillis  Yang Zhang 
 
6. Cottage  Peter Moodie  Geoff Shortland  Solveig Gillis 
 
7. Heavy   Anne Pappalardo  Solveig Gillis  David Gillis 
 
8. Enclosure  Jasmine Westerman Yang Zhang  Ken Collerson 
 

 

Artists Competition Results 
 
Still Life 
 

 Prints Elizabeth Riley  Nearly Gone    Merit   B 

  Martin Riley  Kodak Nostalgia    Merit   B 
  Peter Moodie  My Grandfather’s Tools   Honour   B 
  Anne Pappalardo  My Pa’s Tools    Merit   A 
  Solveig Gillis  Variegated Chrysanthemum  Merit   A 
  Roger Bartlett  3’s A Crowd    Merit   A 
  Phil Lawrence  Tempus Fugit    Honour   A 
  Rodney Nancarrow The Milliner    Honour   A 
  Tony FitzGerald  The Aftermath    Honour   A 
  Betty Collerson  Still a Life    Honour & Most Apt Title A 
  Gaye Edwards  Citrus Three    Honour   A 
 
 PDI Martin Riley  Lunch     Merit   B 

  Peter Moodie  Love That Ring    Merit   B 
  Jasmine Westerman Bottled Up    Honour   B 
  Geoff Shortland  Needle in a Cake Stack   Honour   B 
  Roschelle Don  The Winner Takes It All   Merit   AB 
  Rodney Nancarrow Lushhh     Merit   A 
  Anne Pappalardo  Lunchtime    Merit   A 
  Solveig Gillis  The Old Copper Kettle   Merit   A 
  Ken Butler  Hold That Pose    Merit   A 
  Gaye Edwards  The Transience Of Life   Merit   A 
  Betty Collerson  Balloon Vine (Cardiospermum grandiflorum) Honour   A 
  Ben Stoffl  The Rose    Honour   A 
  Phil Lawrence  Life in a Box    Honour   A 
  Tony FitzGerald  Prism Riot    Honour   A 
 
 
 

Competitions & Events 

 

“Rural” by Anne Pappalardo “Abandoned” by Anne Pappalardo “Heavy” by Anne Pappalardo 
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Open 

 
 Prints Elizabeth Riley  Fishing the Big Blue   Honour   B 

  Phil Lawrence  Fast Food Transaction   Merit   A 
  Solveig Gillis  Banksia Sun Rays   Merit   A 
  Anne Pappalardo  Healing Hands    Merit   A 
  Betty Collerson  Set Free     Honour   A 
  Roger Bartlett  Roses     Honour   A 
  Gaye Edwards  Remarkables    Honour   A 
  Tony FitzGerald  Mood Swing    Honour   A 
  Rodney Nancarrow Little Black Cormorants   Honour   A 
 
 PDI Elizabeth Riley  The Onlookers    Merit   B 

  Martin Riley  Last Light – Torres Del Paine  Merit   B 
  Geoff Shortland  Which Way    Honour   B 
  Jasmine Westerman Up Shot     Honour & Most Apt Title B 
  Peter Moodie  Diving Through    Honour   B 
  Ben Stoffl  The Kottmasdorf Mill   Merit   A 
  Ken Butler  Pink Frills    Merit   A 
  Roger Bartlett  Blue Pot with Life    Merit   A 
  Phil Lawrence  Fascination    Honour   A 
  Betty Collerson  Reshaped Landscape   Honour   A 
  Gaye Edwards  The Sunshine of Her Smile   Honour   A 
  Anne Pappalardo  Keeping me safe in my dreams  Honour   A 
 
Photoshoot Outings 
 
 Prints Martin Riley  The Young Soldier   Merit   B 

  Peter Moodie  Which Way Is Up    Merit & Most Apt Title B 
  Martin Riley  Blood Moon Over Glasshouse  Honour   B 
  Solveig Gillis  Octopus Tractor Hybrid   Merit   A 
  Anne Pappalardo  The Woodenbong Saddler   Merit   A 
  Gaye Edwards  Vintage     Honour   A 
  Tony FitzGerald  Soap Star    Honour   A 
 
 PDI Martin Riley  Bilby Surprise    Honour   B 

  Peter Moodie  Well Protected Rider   Honour   B 
  Ben Stoffl  Guarding The Herd   Merit   A 
  Phil Lawrence  Fascination With Science   Merit   A 
  Solveig Gillis  Inflorescence    Merit   A 
  Ken Butler  The Drought Has Faded Everything  Merit   A 
  Phil Lawrence  Remembrance Wall   Merit   A 
  Gaye Edwards  Wandering In A Garden   Merit   A 
  Dorothy Bunzli  Busy Bees    Merit   A 

Solveig Gillis  Lunar Eclipse Over Wild Horse Mountain Merit   A 
Dorothy Bunzli  David and Goliath    Honour   A 
Gaye Edwards  Knee Deep In Dust   Honour & Most Apt Title A 
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Guidelines for Upcoming Competitions  
 
Please note: in all competitions the same image must not be submitted as a projected image and a print.  
 
ANNUAL DPIs (Entries closed) & ANNUAL PRINTS (Entries due 1 November): 
 
Social Documentary (including title): The image should be concerned with the portrayal and interpretation of society, 

encompassing both human and non‐human subject matter. Social Documentary images MUST BE TITLED, the titles playing an 

important part in their impact. 
 
Nature: See our Club handbook at www.qcg.org.au for full details.    Nature photography depicts untamed plants or animals in 

their natural or adaptive habitats, as well as geology, weather and phenomena generally not produced by humans.  Not 
acceptable are human created hybrid plants, cultivated plants, plants growing in controlled conditions (e.g. a hot house), feral, 
domestic or captive animals, extinct animals, and mounted specimens.    Subjects that qualify as landscapes, seascapes or still 
life do not qualify as nature.  Allowable human elements are those that are an integral part of the nature story (such as birds 
nesting on a man‐made structure, and scientific bands, tags or collars).  Not permitted is anything that alters the original content 

by adding, moving or removing image elements such as by cloning, turning day into night, toned monochrome images or 
infrared images. 
 
Creative: This is either (a) a photograph which displays a novel effect because of an unusual combination of objects and/or an 

unusual viewpoint, or (b) a photograph in which the images have been modified during exposure, or (c) a photograph which has 
been modified after exposure.  Always the picture must have a basic photographic image.  Digital processes are included, 
provided the original image was exposed by the entrant. 
 
Pictorial: Any subject that is treated pictorially, embodying the elements of good design, arrangement or composition, and 

which reflects the personal interpretation of the photographer. 
 
MOST APT TITLE: Images which have won ‘Most Apt Title’ in any competition in 2018 are eligible to be entered. 

 
PRINT/ DPI OF THE YEAR: Images which have won an Honour or 1st place in Club competitions during 2018 (including 

annuals and outings) are eligible to be entered.  To make things easy the competitions officer will enter the DPIs from the Club 
computer so all DPIs awarded an Honour or 1st place through the year will be automatically entered. 
 
NICK CARIS BLACK & WHITE PRINT OF THE YEAR TROPHY: This year any black and white print entered in a 2018 Club 
Competition, is eligible for entry. Only prints which are true black and white (and shades thereof), with no colour casts or 

toning, will be eligible. 
 
MOUNTAIN LANDSCAPE OF THE YEAR: Any image entered in a 2018 Club Competition that meets the subject is eligible 

for entry. 
 

 

Upcoming Events  
 
 
Thurs 1 Nov  
 
 
Thurs 15 Nov 
 
 
Sat 17 Nov 
 
Sat 17 Nov 
 
 

 
Competition Judging 2018 ANNUAL DPIs – Subjects: Pictorial, Nature, Social Documentary (including title), 
Creative 
 
Competition Judging 2018 ANNUAL PRINTS – Subjects: Pictorial, Nature, Social Documentary (including 
title), Creative 
  
PORTRAIT GROUP 1pm-3pm, The Hub, Mt Ommaney 
 
PSQ BBQ 2018 – 9am to 4pm Centenary Lakes, Morayfield Road, Caboolture (Parking available near 

Tennis Centre) Morning Tea, BBQ Lunch and afternoon tea provided. 
 
                             Cost $ 15          RSVP to Caboolture Photography Club by 9

th
 November 

                                                         

 
Entries Due: Annual Prints (see H/book). 
 

 
Thurs 6 Dec  
 
 

Thurs 
13 Dec 
 
 

 
Guest Speaker David Lazar – The Art of Photography  (see article page 7) 
 
 

2018 Annual Dinner & Major Awards Presentation 
  
 

 
 

 
 
 

Special Interest Group Meetings 
 
Portraiture Saturday 17 November 

 
 
  

Competitions & Events 
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QCG December Guest Speaker – David Lazar - The Art of Photography 

 

December 6
th
 is our last meeting for 2018 and we have an amazing treat for you all in the guise of David Lazar, our 

guest speaker for the evening.  We always endeavour to have something special arranged for the final night of the 
year and 2018 is no exception.   

David is a Brisbane based travel photographer who captures moments of life, culture and beauty through 
photography. He is naturally drawn to locations which have a rich cultural background steeped in tradition and is 
especially interested in portrait photography.  

David has been a travel photographer since 2004, the year in which he spent three months in Thailand, India and 
Nepal. He has continued to travel frequently to countries in South Asia, Africa and parts of Central and South 
America. When not travelling and photographing, David, who holds a Master of Music in film composition works as 
a composer of music, and a teacher and performer of piano. 

David is a contributor to photography, travel and in-flight magazines, as well as newspapers, books and journals 
such as National Geographic, Asian Geographic and Lonely Planet. In 2014 he was awarded Best Culture 
Photographer by Garuda Airways. He was the 2012 Smithsonian Photography Contest winner in the travel 
category. In 2015 David released his inspirational book ‘Who Will I Become’ showcasing his photography from 
Trinidad and Tobago. He has recently published a coffee table book of his work from Myanmar entitled ‘Myanmar A 
Luminous Journey’ which is now available for purchase worldwide.  

David is also a photography tour leader for the company Luminous Journeys and conducts tours and workshops all 
over South Asia. David has on more than one occasion been a member of the Jury Panel for the acclaimed 2018 
Siena International Photo Awards (SIPA), and is also a judge for the 2018 Urban Photographer of the Year Awards 
and Metro Photo Challenge.  

David will talk about creating successful images by discussing powerful compositional techniques, working with 
natural light, using colours, as well as his approach to working with and photographing people, and post processing 
images.   

This will be one presentation evening not to be missed. 

Have a look at more of David’s beautiful travel images on his website http://davidlazarphoto.com 

  

 
Article by Tony FitzGerald 
 
 
  

Events 

 

http://davidlazarphoto.com/
http://davidlazarphoto.com/david-lazar/david-lazar-portfolio-kenya1/
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QCG Work, Rest and Play 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 
                                                                                                                                                Work, rest and play continues next page… 
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